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ELISA
SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
boosted by robotic
software testing

FREE PEOPLE
FROM MANUAL
TASKS
AI Solutions Architect Henri Terho

talks about the possibilities computer
vision offers in test automation.

Electricity

DATA ANALYTICS
POWERS BUSINESS
for HansenCX
METSO
SAP HYBRIS

online store serving
rock crushers around
the world

produce and collect a great deal of information about the quality of the software
as well as the processes that create and
operate the software.
Our robots accumulate a wealth of
knowledge that they are able to process
using

machine

learning

technologies.

Eventually, based on the data they already
have they will learn to figure out how to
focus future tests and what to conclude
about the findings.
It is my dream and goal that we will
actually be able to make testing robots
that are as smart as human beings, if not
smarter. Whenever humankind has succeeded in automating something, it has meant
more interesting work for the human hand
and the human brain, better quality of life

Smarter than humans?
The future of Robotic Software Testing

and greater prosperity for humankind.

A chance to be the
best in the world
Qentinel has been doing robotic soft-

As we look forward to the year ahead and

ware testing for about 15 years. We’ve

review the lessons of the past 12 months,

been pioneering many technologies and

we see an enormous amount of change.

methods in software test automation. We

But there is one thing we can always count

have successfully packaged all the knowl-

on: our customers who challenge us and

edge we have about automated software

help us to innovate better or completely

testing or robotic software testing into our

new ways of doing things. It’s one thing to

cloud-robotic software testing platform,

have clever minds on staff that come up

Qentinel Pace.

with bright and radical ideas. The other no

Although we have radically re-invented

less vital side is active, forward-looking and

how we do things we still stay true to our

challenging customers who help us move

original mission: improving the quality of

faster and connect our ideas into their

life by improving the quality of software.

reality.
Functional correctness, performance
and security of software matter more than
ever but quality software can only create
value with correct data. When it comes to
sales or supply chains in particular, the
integrity of the data and validity of the transaction assumes greater importance.
The robots we use to test software
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been necessary to press the test button

Robotic software testing
boosts Elisa’s software
development
Consumers expect constantly
improving applications from Elisa.
Test automation ensures agile
development.

“

quite many times and mistakes would have
been made,” Korpela remarks.
For software testing to work optimally,

We program robots to do all of the

it needs to be an integrated

Job title:

part of the software devel-

Head of Customer and

opment process.

Online Solutions, Elisa

“Testing

should

not

create a production bottle-

do. People don’t need to spend

development of B2B

neck. When we design new

and B2C services as well

products, we immediately

as software robotics

start thinking about what

projects

time on manual testing.

tests are needed and how to
do them. We write the test
scripts at a very early stage,” Korpela adds.
Making test automation a part of

traditional industrial metrics.
“In software development work you don’t measure the

ators. Telecoms company Elisa creates new services and

individual and his or her productivity but the entire team,

improves the usability of old ones at a rapid rate.

the quality of its operations and productivity growth,”

“Our customer service, order system and product

Korpela explains.

management must operate flawlessly and automatically in

In creative work, motivation is the most important factor

all situations when we create new services. We make changes

for improving productivity. So Elisa continuously measures

to our services daily and at the same time we develop

job satisfaction among software developers.

For the past few years, Elisa has been

methods for operating more effectively and productively,”

“We try to improve motivation and enhance on-the-job

working with Qentinel to develop software

says Tomi Korpela, head of Elisa’s 130-person software

wellbeing. When motivation is high the quality of work and

test automation. “We program robots to do

development team.

productivity are ten times greater compared to when work

all of the work they can be programmed

is not inspiring.”

to do. People don’t need to spend time on

Elisa’s services also scale globally, most recently

manual testing.”

expanding to China in September 2018, when the compa-

Good professional tools, modern technologies, contin-

ny’s Nordic TV offerings such as Elisa Entertainment original

uous learning and the opportunity to influence the team’s

Elisa has several large 10 – 15-year-old

series Downshifters and the nature documentary Lake Story

work are some of the methods Korpela uses to sustain

IT systems in which changes implemented

were launched for Chinese cable television audiences.

motivation among his top professionals.

will in turn affect many other systems. It
has become natural to assign testing of

Productive and creative work

“My job is to ensure that everyone is satisfied and
that everything works. Together we have created an open

these changes to robots, which completed

culture where people help each other. If a problem arises,

400,000 tests in one year. This has freed

The greatest challenges in software development involves

we discuss it openly. We can make mistakes as long as we

up a huge quantity of software developer

measuring productivity, since each development project

learn from them.”

resources and improved testing quality.

is different. It is creative work that is not well-suited to

“Without automation it would have

Worked in software
development from 2000,
first with Saunalahti

overnight. The most important part of

then with Elisa from

the transformation requires all players to

2005
Hobbies: Non-fiction
writing on leadership

business owners must also understand

and his son’s ice-hockey

that an investment in test automation will

team, Grankulla IFK,

first and foremost improve the quality of

where he also played in

the product. Savings come later.”

Testing involved from
the very beginning

Career:

software development does not happen

“In addition to software developers,

customers. If services don’t measure up, they change oper-

Responsible for software

work they can be programmed to

commit to the change.

Users of mobile and broadband services are demanding

Tomi Korpela

his youth.

Qentinel has developed an operational
model for Elisa in which software devel-

Other interests:

opers run the tests. They see what needs

Comparing his own work

to be corrected and take responsibility for

to that of Amazon and

product quality. Qentinel experts provide

Google for example,

guidance and develop the test protocols.
”When we began our cooperation with

where automation
has been taken to an

Qentinel we saw from the very beginning

extreme and production

that they had a vast amount of experience

as well as development

in the practical implementation of test

are continual processes.

automation. Plans have not remained on
the level of ideas, but everything that was

Motto:

planned was also implemented,” Korpela

Forward forever,

concludes.

backward never.
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After accelerating industrial development for decades,
automation and robotics are taking over offices, services

“

and all of the sectors where white-collar workers previously
believed they were safe. Similarly, the use of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is increasing in all facets of life. What does
this mean for productivity?
“This is a logical part of a continuum.
Machines’ computing capacity has grown,

Automation and information technology
will greatly accelerate falling prices and
increase productivity in the services sector.

and we have at our disposal massive
amounts of data. Now the question is how
well we can exploit data and expanding
computing capacity to create new opportunities,” says Matti Pohjola, Professor of
Economics at Aalto University.

According to Pohjola, Finland faced the same challenge
back in the 1930s when the electricity grid first came online,
and people wondered how to best take advantage of it.
“Electricity freed industry from the limits of hydropower. We are now freeing up the use of data from its limits. It’s
a question of how we succeed in creating new products and
services using data.”

The productivity paradox
When we weigh the opportunities technology presents and
compare them to the state of western economies, we run
into a paradox.
AI, automation and robotization as well as their related
applications have not lived up to their expected promise.
“Productivity growth has lagged everywhere We need to

Advantage of technology
on a path to growth
Productivity improvement requires us to utilize potential provided by
technology and data to boost the economy, says Economics Professor
Matti Pohjola.

continually invest more in research and product development to even get productivity growth to remain constant.
Of course we are innovating, but its impact on the economy
is not the same as before.”
There are three sources of productivity: training and
expertise, equipment and machinery, and ideas, production processes and technology.
“First, information technology influences the productivity of capital by applying better technology to increase the
productivity of work. Second, we can use information technology to create better processes which also contribute to
enhanced productivity. And third, we can use information
technology to create new products and to improve product
quality to attract new customers who are ready to pay
more.”

8

Matti Pohjola
Job title:
Professor of Economics
at Aalto University since
1992.
Emeritus Professor since
December 2018.
Specializing in productivity, economic growth and
technology. Publications
include an economics
textbook (14 editions).
Education:
Universities of Tampere,
Oxford and Cambridge.
Doctor of Economics in
1981.
Inspiration:
Economics offers the
greatest opportunity
to influence the world.
Teaching first-year
students and providing
them with a real view of
economics.

There are therefore many reasons to

Information-intensive fields and services

aim for improved productivity, but this has

have expanded while traditional industrial

not been the case.

sectors have contracted. However the

We need new recipe to
take us further
Finland has lagged far behind the leaders in
the global race toward greater productivity.
This can be seen in metrics such as the
productivity of work, in other words, how
much we produce per hour of work.
“The production output that we in
Finland generate in 10 days is what Sweden
creates in nine days. This 10% difference
is the biggest problem for the Finnish
economy.”
The structure of the Finnish economy,
which emphasizes the manufacture of
capital goods and intermediary products,
is one of the biggest reasons that Finland
lags behind other western competitors. It is
clearly behind in terms of industrial transformation and therefore in productivity
growth.
During the last decade the Finnish
economy

as

a

unchanged,
have

occurred

whole
but
in

has
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evident as in Sweden.
“Our economic structure must change,
and the service sector must grow significantly for us to take full advantage of the
new opportunities provided by information
technology, robotization and AI.”
Increased industrial automation will
not improve productivity in the domestic
economy because the role of industry is
shrinking. We are approaching a saturation
point in terms of the quantity of goods
produced, more so since various kinds of
services account for an increasing proportion of consumption.
“Automation and information technology will greatly accelerate falling prices and
increase productivity in the services sector.”

Time for vision and
courage
The sluggishness of the Finnish economy

“

We must take advantage of
new opportunities provided
by information technology,
robotization and AI.

momentarily drew level with our competi-

we need to see where new growth will come

tors, but then stumbled due to an economic

from. We are very cautious about changing

recession. However all is not lost.

our way of operating, both in business as

remained

is nothing new; for 200 years the country

”We have the same opportunity to

transformations

has had to accelerate economic reforms

succeed now that we had 100 years ago,

in order to catch up. During the 1990s, we

when the industrial revolution began. The

and AI lead to accelerated development

problem is that we have lost many great

and constantly falling prices for new tech-

companies from the information-intensive

nology, trends that create the opportunity

sector.”

to increase productivity, if only we have the

some

sectors.

Basketball and spectator

Companies in Finland lack the right

TRAINING
AND
EXPERTISE

sports.
Motto:
world.
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growth impact of services has not been as

Other interests:

Science will change the
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Sources of
productivity
IDEAS
AND
PRODUCTION
PROCESSES

EQUIPMENT
AND
MACHINERY

well as the domestic economy.”
Information

technology,

automation

courage to embrace them.

conditions for growth, Pohjola argues.

“We have to know how to exploit the

Across the gulf in Sweden, the situation is

opportunities provided by these changes,

completely different because for one thing

rather than continually shielding ourselves

there are many more people looking for

from change. A small country has only one

investment opportunities. A bigger problem

growth strategy: to benefit from the forces

that the scarcity of capital however is that

of change in the global economy, because

Finland lacks vision and the courage to

we cannot create them ourselves.”

change.
“We have only tried to adjust to the
financial crisis and imagined that we will
manage by saving and cutting costs. Instead
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Enjoying innovation

On a snowball

System Architect Mika Kaukoranta

Consultant Aino-Maija Vaskelainen

I work as a system architect in Qentinel R&D. I’m involved

My name is Aino-Maija Vaskelainen and I’m a consultant

in a broad range of activities, not just writing code – I meet

helping our customers succeed with larger digitalization

with customers and consultants and am learning on the

investments. We call the methods we apply in such projects

business side of things. I enjoy being able to innovate and

by the name Qentinel Goal. You could say I’m a Goal guru.

appreciate the opportunity to develop new things in quality

My work involves a lot of change management because

assurance and test automation.

success in digitalization requires much more than just

Traditional test automation involves developing

technology.

test frameworks, writing test scripts and gathering testing

For example, robotic software testing demonstrates

results. It can be time-consuming develop these systems, so

how we can use modern technology to do things more

our robotic software testing provides ready-made

efficiently. Ten years ago, the company I worked with tried

infrastructure for broad scale of testing activities.

to do some process automation but it was too early. I think

Test automation can be set up as infrastructure

we can now say that its time has come.

If it’s worth doing,
it’s worth doing well.

“

from a cloud service offering test robots running

But while robotic software testing may

on a defined schedule, for example, daily, or even

be an everyday thing at Qentinel, it may

hourly.

be a major change for our customers. So

Never stop exploring!

We can also have different test automation

an important part of our work must be to

libraries which enable quick automation and low main-

consider how best to support them through

tenance and unified user interface. We can set rules for

what may be a major change in how things are done.

robotic process automation (RPA) to run processes, and

I do enjoy the flexibility that I have working at Qentinel

data collection robots can also be deployed in the cloud or

and the ability to choose my own work. There’s also a great

in other locations such as customer premises, for example.

mix of expertise and personalities.

In everyday life, robotic software testing does the same

When I was younger I was sure that I would have a

work as a human, but it’s accurate and quicker and it’s good

career in communications, but my life took a different

for repetitive tasks. This means that people can then focus

route. Now at Qentinel, I’ve been involved in event planning,

on more important or high-value work than routine tasks.

giving presentations, and these days I write blogs quite

Before my present role I didn’t know what account
managers did in the sales process. I’m now involved in

frequently. It’s funny how my path has led me here and it’s
all snowballing in a positive way!

those meetings so it’s no longer a mystery!

Qentinel Pace
robotic software testing

Qentinel Goal
digital transformation service

• Is scalable test infrastructure in the cloud.

• Enables successful digital transformation.

• Automates end-to-end testing in very

• Makes leading with predictive indicators

complex environments.
• Verifies continuous production updates.
• Technology utilized by KONE,
Thyssenkrupp, Elisa, Metso, DSC logistics.

visual with Quality Intelligence®.
• Is utilized by construction, industry and
trade by companies like ThyssenKrupp,
Fortum, Lassila&Tikanoja.

Qentinel Report
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Investing in young people and
empowering them to grow in
robotic software testing

Employee Story

folks from the community and creating

the curriculum to two additional locations

jobs. And I think 93% of all our alums are

by 2010 and to one day become a global

volunteers giving back to the community.”

organization that finds talent, trains it and

Since its inception in Chicago 20 years
ago, the program has since expanded to

puts it to work in the private sector as well
as in communities.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Columbus, Ohio.
According to Kastrul the goal is to introduce

i.c.stars is a unique non-profit foundation that provides a

sellers.”

technology-based curriculum incorporating project-based

Qentinel has joined i.c.stars’ roster of technology

learning and full-immersion teaching to develop future

partners and according to Kastrul, the cooperation will add

technology leaders. Qentinel is partnering with the organi-

an important element to the program’s other technology

zation to create the next generation of quality assurance

provider partners, particularly since interns will be able to

experts.

use Qentinel Pace to develop their quality assurance skills

For 20 years, i.c.stars has been offering a two-year

Appreciating opportunities
Software Quality Assurance Manager Yada Tyni

and apply them to the companies they work with.
I’m

a

Qentinel

Software

Quality

project-based curriculum to help young adults in the

“I thought the mission and the vision was fantastic and

Chicago area kick-start technology careers and ultimately

something that i.c.stars should be a part of. We will be using

Assurance Manager. You could say I’m

give back to their local communities. According to i.c.stars

the tool to in our social enterprise and in our project work

a test manager and an agile quality

president and co-founder Sandee Kastrul, the foundation

to expedite the QA process.”

consultant for Qentinel clients working

works with Fortune 1000 companies to provide an intensive
immersion experience for program participants.

“We will get to learn this new tool and our folks will be
able to build things faster and smarter. But it’s also going to

to improve software quality through all
phases of software development.

“There is a project sponsor, a Fortune 1000 company

be great for the industry because companies will be able to

We talk a lot these days about

and they bring us a business problem, and then our cohort

get more done at a lower cost, and to really focus on what

robotic software testing, which helps

of 20 people is divided up into four teams. They form their

they do,” the foundation president added.

us automate tests to help reduce costs,

own consulting companies and then they compete with

Because the i.c.stars program is market-facing, the skills

execution

time,

human

error

and

acquired are timely and relevant to corporations, resulting

provide faster feedback for develop-

Kastrul said that the foundation works with CIO orga-

in a 90% placement rate for graduates, whose earnings then

ment teams. Ultimately, it helps increase

nizations as well as technology service providers such as

increase 300%. Additionally, the retention rate for program

business confidence in software under

Comcast, Accenture, Datalink and connects buyers and

alumni is 80%. Not only does the i.c.stars program make a

development, especially in cases where

sellers of technology via four quarterly events.

difference in the lives of participants, their successes are

time to market is crucial.

each other for this bid.”

“This is a terrific opportunity for them to build relation-

also re-invested in their communities.

Robotic software testing may seem

ships with future customers so it’s a very powerful model,

“We have about 57 businesses that have been started in

obscure to many people, but it can be

but our interns are always at the center. So at every table

our alumni group. And that’s exciting because that means

critical, especially in areas where the use

there’s an intern who’s connecting with to the buyers and

that now there are entrepreneurs who are now employing

of defective software can lead not just to
financial loss, but to loss of life. So for

example, when we think of driverless
cars, behind that kind of technology is
software that must work accurately and
be defect-free.
I enjoy my work most when I know
I can create value for customers or the
development team and I appreciate that
I am never alone with customer challenges in my work.
I also appreciate Qentinel’s focus on
equal treatment and employee development. Not long after I had started at
Qentinel, I got approval to use my personal training budget to attend a conference, which was an excellent opportunity!

Qentinel Report
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Metso’s customer improves productivity by increasing the usage rate of high
capital-investment equipment. This means
that they use their machinery as much as
possible and ensure that the entire production process continues uninterrupted, from
extraction to refinement.
If a rock crusher malfunctions during
the critical production phase, a production
disruption can quickly mean significant
financial losses. Real-time monitoring and
preventive maintenance of the machinery are methods to prevent unexpected
machinery downtime.
“Energy efficiency and minimizing water
consumption are another area related to
productivity where we have to pay increas-

Metso’s SAP Hybris
online store serving rock
crushers around the world
Comprehensive and reliable online services is
increasingly important part of Metso’s operations.

ing attention,” Harjama noted.
Monitoring

the

entire

equipment

life cycle operation is key for preventive
maintenance of the machinery as well
as for improving energy efficiency of the
equipment

Customized crushers
online
Transitioning from an engineering firm to
a provider of online services has required
Metso to gain a deep understanding of its

Tampere’s Lokomonkatu district is the heart
of Finland’s engineering industry. It is here
that Finnish industrial machinery company
Metso manufactures heavy machinery for
the mining sector.
A large door opens at the end of a
red-brick factory and a shiny, brandnew snow-white Lokotrack rock crusher
emerges. Seasoned metalworkers begin
test driving it in the factory yard.
The mining industry, rock crushing and
related services account for roughly half of
Metso’s 2.7 billion-euro annual revenues

Uninterrupted
operations essential
Services represent a growing proportion
of Metso’s annual turnover. For Metso’s
customers, this means elements such
as the my.metso.com, a comprehensive
online service launched in 2017 that covers
the entire equipment life cycle.
“Up to two-thirds of our revenue comes
from the service business,” says Esko
Harjama, Metso Director responsible for IT
Enterprise Architecture.

customers’ needs.
“We have thought about the entire
equipment life cycle from the customer’s
perspective: the related needs and requirements. This is the basis on which we developed our web services and considered how
best to provide customers with an efficient
self-service facility.”
Metso began developing the service in
spring 2017 and the first users were able to
trial it in autumn of the same year. Currently
about 150 Metso resellers use the service.
”The spare parts web store is the mostused part of our online service. We also
provide complete machines that resellers

Qentinel Report
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and soon end-customers can customize in
the service according to their needs.”

Automation the only
alternative
There are several levels of quality assurance

Esko Harjama
Job title:
Director, Enterprise
Architecture at Metso.

testing in the my.metso.com service: soft-

Career:

ware developers’ tests, tests by the quality

IT and business devel-

assurance team as well as a third level to

opment roles from 2002

ensure that the software works as defined

at F-Secure, EY, Pohjola

from the customer’s perspective.
“From the very beginning we took
Qentinel on board as our partner to automate end-user testing. Their Pace tool and
service are extremely well suited to testing
online services.”
A large e-commerce service has a broad

Bank and Metso.
Interests:
Continuous development
and a job with a view.
Hobbies:
Downhill skiing, snow-

array of variations because different end

boarding, cycling, sailing

users have different rights and views of the

and running.

web store.

Motto:
Try to learn something
new every day.
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“Prices vary slightly, and orders placed

“
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Metso’s

cooperation

with

has meant ongoing software testing and

each other. When you go through different

improvements in the productivity of the

order options it creates a huge number of

testing process.

alternatives. Automation is the only option
for testing them.”

“

Qentinel

in diverse parts of the world differ from

“The number of tests that need to
created testing processes to be part of the

added to the service and their compatibility

service so that the test processes can be

with the entire service needs to be tested.

easily launched whenever new features are

If a rock crusher malfunctions during the
critical production phase, a production

rent skills, and to always make ourselves
relevant in this world. We are
offloading a lot of knowledge

risks, experiment fast.

added to the service. Qentinel Pace is a
rapid testing tool that makes cumulative
testing easier and more efficient.”

disruption can quickly mean significant

17

technology is forcing us to learn diffe-

Do the research, take

be run is constantly increasing. We have

New features are constantly being

Qentinel Report

out of our own heads into
other systems. For example,
nowadays during a conversation
about

something

fact-based

it is totally natural to whip out
Google and check out when was Caesar
born or something like that. So we’ve
already started to outsource all of that
data storage from our heads into other
systems that we use daily. I myself think
that technology is something that is

financial losses.

pushing human evolution, at least social
evolution, if not physical evolution.
It feels really good to be at the
forefront of developing new technologies and helping people to solve their

Free people from
manual tasks

problems and to free them from menial
tasks to do something else. This is what
drives me. I believe you have to go out
and meet customers to actually know
what you have to do in silent moments

AI Architect Henri Terho

in the lab. And on the other hand you
need those silent moments in the lab to

I am a Solution Architect working with AI

for a huge amount of time. But there’s just

and analytics. One of the key questions that

so much of it and it may be in such obscure

we try to solve for customers is the state

places, that it can take a lot of resources to

of a software release. “Is this version that

unearth it. And the idea here is that we can

we’ve been developing better than the last

use AI to automate these kinds of manual

one?” is the one of the core questions that

tedious data excavation tasks. So we can

always comes up when you start talking

use AI to identify testing outliers or see that

with software team leads. And the software

there’s something going on with some tests

developer may ask, “How do I actually even

– they are not failing yet, but maybe they’ve

know if this current release is better than

taken five times the amount of time that

the last one?

they should so something’s wrong here

And typically nowadays the data needed

and maybe you should probably check out

to answer these questions is already there

what’s going on. So, it’s not really about AI,

– you have all the usage metrics and logs

but more about helping and augmenting

from the previous version, for example. And

the human process.

data storage is so cheap that every single

There are a couple of distinct tracks in

system stores history and logs and so on

the whole AI field that we can talk about.

actually get work done – you need those
solitary moments to actually think about
some of these issues.
One is what we can call purpose-proven AI.

I’m not too meticulous – but I like

So for example, if we want to find cat pictures

to experiment on everything. I’m also

on the internet, we can develop an AI solution

an advocate of taking risks. I’ve done

that can find cat pictures on the internet really

skydiving which didn’t end that well. But

effectively, but it cannot do anything else.

I learned a shitload from it. So you could

But then we have what’s typically seen
by the wider public as AI – and this is what’s
called general artificial intelligence, which
approximates humans and can do whatever
you give it as a task. But we are not there
yet, that’s still sci-fi dreamland. However
the purpose-driven more focused side of
machine learning and the sort of task-driven
AI, that we can do quite well nowadays.
The

accelerated

development

of

say I’m a typical high-risk high-gain type
of person.
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Supporting young people to
create better world
Vesa Sarmia
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Vesa Sarmia and the Vamos program help guide thousands
of young people toward education and employment.

Job title:
Development Manager,

Vesa Sarmia, Development Manager with

Vamos and employment

the Helsinki Deaconess Institute’s youth-fo-

services, Helsinki

cused Vamos program, helps improve the

of

Deaconess Institute.

world one person at a time. Sarmia and

home-delivered services to career guid-

100 Vamos workers support marginalized

ance. Over the years, many young people

Career:

young adults in eight municipalities. Over

have transitioned through Vamos’ different

Special needs teacher,

a decade, some 10,000 young people have

services and finally found employment

international multi-dis-

received assistance finding a new purpose

after receiving an education.

ciplinary cooperation
project with the City
of Helsinki and City of
Vantaa employment
services.
Education:
Philosophy, educational
science, special
education and community pedagogy, career
counselling.
Interests:
Workplace development,
career counselling,
community pedagogy.
Inspiration:
A desire to bring about
positive change in
society.

in life.

From the periphery to
getting a handle on
life
Vamos began operating in 2009, when four
Deaconess Institute employees began a
youth outreach program in Helsinki. The
goal was to find young people who had
no pathway to services such asocial care
system.
“We found young people who had access
to no services or for some reason they were
completely beyond the reach of the service
system. Some had access to several types
of services, but they weren’t really getting
any help. So we tailored services to meet
their specific needs,” Sarmia explains.
How did Sarmia succeed in getting
young people on board?
“Many young people come to us by
way of social work and psychiatric services.
Word of mouth has long been our way of

reaching out in these circles.”
Vamos

provides

services:

from

a

broad

low-threshold

menu
basic

“Following

Pathway to better
coping skills
The Helsinki Deaconess Institute has benefited from Qentinel’s expertise in developing
a value creation model for the organization’s
range of services. In early 2017, Qentinel
applied the model in a project involving
the city of Helsinki’s employment services
as well as the youth-oriented Ohjaamo
scheme.
“We developed a complex model for
young people who were unemployed or not

the

background

work

ability to trust and self-confidence have a

we organized a workshop in which we

knock-on effect on the family’s wellbeing.

constructed value creation chains and an

The ability to trust influences building

associated map. This was used to describe

relationships based on trust, which in turn

processes for propelling young people

compound the positive impact of guidance.

forward from their current situations along

When guidance is positive, the aptitude for

different paths. The paths described how

education increases and that also affects

to move from different circumstances into

getting into a study program.”

employment, education or rehabilitative

Vamos workers were already aware of

services, for example, and how leading

many of the end goals in the value creation

indicators affect these paths.”

model, but the interdependencies among

Expertise is the ability
to understand

in education programs, to determine how

Sarmia explains how dozens of different

they were being supported as they tran-

variables work together in a comprehensive

sition from different circumstances into

matrix.

working life. We then worked with Qentinel

“For example, first we consider the vari-

to build an operational model to support

ables that influence a young person’s well-

them.”

being: the red ones have a negative impact
inter-

and the blue ones are positive. The arrow

viewed young people, mentors and stake-

shows the direction and the elements each

holders. They used the interviews to create

variable influences.”

Qentinel’s

specialists

initially

an overview of their circumstances, goals
and challenges.

“Next we look at what happens when
wellbeing increases. For example, the

variables were new to them.
“The different variables in the value
creation model formed a clear whole.”
Qentinel strong methods in quality
management utilizing Value Creation Model
and leading indicators can also be applied
to improve productivity of producing social
services.
“We were initially skeptical about how
this could work for us. Qentinel’s way
of listening as well as its professionals’
genuine desire to learn from what we were
doing and their knack for asking the right
questions soon eliminated our preconceptions,” Sarmia notes.
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Additionally, energy producers seek
productivity in the competitive arena,
where price as well as service quality and
the ability to offer customers new services
is essential. The opportunities analytics
provide are therefore critical.
“We give electricity sellers tools to figure
out how to get customers’ attention. For
example, they can offer savings options to
residents of detached homes that consume

Electricity data analytics
powers business for energy
firms
Real-time meter data is a gold mine for
power companies, who can use it to
create new business activities.

HansenCX produces software for energy companies to
read and analyze real-time data from electricity meters.
The firms use the analytics to develop their operations
and improve productivity.

“For example, by analyzing electricity
consumption we can profile consumers
into different groups and determine whether or not to
offer them new products or services such as solar panels,”
explains HansenCX General Manager Hannu Jokinen.
The company formerly known as Enoro became
HansenCX in Finland when the Australian stock-listed firm
HansenCX purchased it in July 2017. The Australian buyer
operates in 80 countries and employs 1,100 people. The
Finnish subsidiary supports the firm’s customers in the
Nordics, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and the Baltic

countries. One product is broadly suited to the needs of
the energy industry.”
Focusing on one sector and product business, developing it and understanding customers’ needs are HansenCX’s
competitive advantage.
“We have succeeded in creating an operational model
that allows us to operate productively and cost-effectively.
Productivity improved when we transitioned from customer-specific projects to delivering a uniform product. This
is also the most cost-effective way to produce a quality

States

product for our customers,” Jokinen says.

Focus improves productivity
HansenCX’s software solution has been designed for

New services boost energy
providers’ productivity

multi-purpose use and is suited to different kinds of energy

For HansenCx customers, productivity means two things.

companies. The software can be used to manage user data

Power grid owners seek cost-effectiveness: how to procure

from different forms of energy.

IT solutions that best answer their needs as affordably as

“Our success is based on being able to use our software to measure all energy sector products in different

possible. For them, HansenCX delivers reliable and cost-effective software that is easy to maintain.

large amounts of electricity, for example
by recommending flexible consumption
plans.”
Flexible

consumption

means

that

customers do not buy electricity when it is
most expensive, but electricity is discharged
from batteries or other power storage units
on a property.
“Electricity providers can also offer

Qentinel Report

Enhanced productivity
with automation

Hannu Jokinen

HansenCX’s software development is driven

Job title:

by regulations governing national electricity

General Manager,

markets. In practice this means that in addi-

HansenCX

tion to language versions of the software,
the company must produce slightly differ-

Career:

ent software for each European country.

Extensive experience in

The software has a uniform mainline code,

software and telecoms

which is used to derive a version for each

at firms such as Nokia,

market and each version is developed by a

Tellabs and Coriant

dedicated team.
“We added automated software testing
to our software development a few years

Education: Doctor
of Technology, Aalto
University

ago. This process requires constant development to ensure that there is more automation in each new version.”

consumers the possibility of producing
their own output, for example, using solar
panels.”

“
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Raising the level of automation
significantly improves the speed and
quality of software production.

Qualities:
A self-driven,
open-minded, energetic
and easily-approachable
people manager
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Automated testing has improved the

productivity of software production in

HansenCX and Qentinel has

many ways.

Jokinen that there is good reason to contin-

“Raising the level of automation signifi-

FACTORS RELATED TO
BOARD PERFORMANCE

The years-long cooperation between
convinced

ue and deepen the collaboration.

cantly improves the speed and quality of

“Qentinel’s skilled people are the most

software production. Quality means that

important element. The provide us with

the earlier we detect bugs in software

just the right expertise we need for every

production, the more cost-effective it

situation. Our cooperation has developed

becomes. It is a hundred times better for

because from time to time, Qentinel

a coder or automation to find a defect that

specialists have challenged us,” Jokinen

for a customer to find it.”

says with satisfaction.

FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

STRATEGY
PERFORMANCE

A company’s board usually comprises of the organization’s
most experienced influencers. How can we measure its
performance and added value?

considered to be efficient. And the converse
is true if results fall short of expectations.
However, it is difficult to establish direct
causality in this relationship.
Financial metrics are an obvious choice
for evaluating board and firm performance
because they are easily obtainable from the
company’s financial statements and other
public sources. But how do we measure
other dimensions of board productivity:
organizational,

strategic

and

process

performance? These are all defined by the
board’s ability to influence firm operations.

Metrics need to adapt to
change
Digitalization is increasingly affecting company operations.

ORGANIZATIONAL
PERFORMANCE

What’s important, is to understand how board activities
support firm operations and how measuring its effectiveness changes as digitalization affects the business more

Board performance and
how to measure it

with, or exceed expectations, the board is

interdependent.

factors, such as digitalization.
PROCESS
PERFORMANCE

Jokinen says.

firm financial data. If financial results align

management. Board and firm performance are considered

change when its environment changes through external

software testing automation in many ways,”

rate board is measured by way of assessing
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The metrics that examine a firm’s performance need to

“Qentinel has helped us to develop

Traditionally, the performance of a corpo-

Qentinel Report

time of measurement. If this is not taken into consideration,

widely. Change impact can be expected on areas such as

metrics and indicators can all too easily turn into balanced

leadership, talent management, company culture, deci-

scorecards. Their static nature is the problem.

sion-making and use of technologies.

Businesses and their operations, however, are dynamic.

When board performance is examined on a more

In one situation strategy implementation might be a rele-

comprehensive level, it yields a systemic view of board

vant indicator; in another creating growth at the expense of

proceedings. This will allow for a more profound perfor-

profitability, while in a third development of new products,

mance assessment. A systemic evaluation approach can

areas of expertise or innovation could be the right focus.

be adapted to the firm’s evolving situation and goals which

Board performance and related factors can be divided

take into consideration the four performance concepts:

into groups. Financial, organizational, strategy and process

financial, organizational, strategy and process efficiency.

performance indicators support and influence each other.

This set of metrics and indicators adjusts to the changing

These are often interdependent, as is the case with orga-

business environment and should be reviewed at regular

nizational development and profitability, when latter is

intervals. Firms have different goals and development

reduced through organizational investment. Together they

needs at different stages.

Financial metrics are
only part of the truth

help provide insights into board effectiveness. Combining

The questions, of how board proceedings

board’s role is not only to control, but rather to be an inte-

contribute to organizational performance,

gral part of the firm’s operations to support its business.

strategy

implementation

and

different measuring concepts offers a more comprehensive
view of board performance and the board’s ability to create
value for the firm. Depending on the definition applied, the

process

A traditional, finance-driven perspective is focusing on

execution, are difficult to address using

the board’s control tasks. The goal is to maximize the share-

only financial data. In these areas clear-cut

holder return and limit opportunism. The data for such

metrics typically do not exist, which are

metrics is derived from financial statements and related

applicable to all situations and within any

sources.

company.

Taking a broader perspective, assessment of board

Therefore, metrics need to be created

effectiveness examines the firm’s organizational perfor-

on a case-by-case basis to evaluate the

mance, the board’s ability to influence strategy imple-

tasks that the board is addressing at the

mentation and support process efficiency, in addition

time of measurement. Insightful metrics

to adherence to financial results. Metrics and indicators

are company-specific and valid at the

therefore spring from shared goals of the board and firm

Miika Kuoppamäki
The writer is Managing Director at
Qentinel GmbH. The doctoral dissertation
thesis, Understanding Board Performance:
Alternatives to Traditional Board Performance
Measurement, was accepted on November
26th, 2018 at the University of Witten/
Herdecke in Germany, and graded magna
cum laude.

“

Qentinel in numbers

Demand for test automation continues
to grow, driven by time-to-market
considerations and increasingly
complex applications that have
become the driver of a digital business.
-Gartner
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FUTURE FORECASTS BY GARTNER
Automation and artificial
intelligence will reduce employee
requirements in business sharedservice centers by 65%.

2019

2020

Process automation will have limited
impact on top-line growth for 50% of
organizations that will erroneously
focus on labor reduction, not on
improving business outcomes.

ERP cloud enterprise application
40% of enterprises will have
implementation labor rates
RPA buyer’s remorse due to
will increase by 60% due to
misaligned, siloed usage
high demand and lack of skilled
and inability to scale.
resources.
Task-centric RPA
offerings in their current
form will be obsolete.

2021

Intelligent automation will generate
an additional 20% savings over what
is achievable today, in application
testing services for end users.

30% of application development
organizations will use AI-enabled test
automation that supports the different stages of the DevOps life cycle.
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Germany
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